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The Third World, with its billions of people, is

straining the world's resources

The global environment is threatened by "the impact poor people have on
the earth's resources in their struggle to fulfil their most basic human needs.
A hungry person couldn't care less about killing game in a protected area,
fishing in an over-fished lake, cutting firewood on a steep slope. "
_ Dr. Russell Peterson, President of the National Audubon Society in the
U.S., at a U.N. conference, June 15, 1982.

"I have never seen a case, and I challenge Dr. Peterson as a scientist to
produce me one, where the poor have destroyed the environment. Those
who consume less are dependent on the immediate environment, and they
care for it."
_ Anil Agarwal, Director of the Centre for Science and Environment in
New Delhi, India, at the same conference.

IT IS THE WESTERN WORLD, with but a few hundred
million people, which is straining the world's resources. Less
than one fifth of the world's population - our fifth 
consumes the lion's share of the world's oil, gas, coal,
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hydroelectricity, and other commercial fuels while the 70
percent of the world's population that lives in Third World
countries uses only 13 percent. 1 The average North Ameri
can consumes as much commercial energy as three Japanese,
nine Mexicans, 16 Chinese, 53 Indians, 438 Malians, or
1,072 Nepalese. In fact, the energy used by the Third World
for all purposes combined barely surpasses the amount of
gasoline that the industrialized countries burn to move their

automobiles.2

If everyone in the world consumed as much fuel as the
average North American, the world would somehow need
to find five times as much energy as it currently produces
each year. Or, another way of looking at it, if everyone in
the world used as much oil as the average North American,
the world's remaining known reserves would last for only
five years. Even if all the remaining ultimately recoverable
oil reserves could be tapped, the world would only have
enough for a further ten or eleven years. 3

This lop-sided use of the world's energy resources is
similar to the use of the world's other resources. According
to United Nations data, the wealthiest ten percent in the
world consume approximately 40 percent of the world's
resources.4 The figures are transposed for the poorest 40
percent of the world's population, who consume only ten
percent of the world's resources. But even this meager share
is in jeopardy as the search for resources by the world's richest
people extends into the habitats of the poorest.

Nowhere is this phenomenon more dramatic than in the
West's entry into the Third World's forests. As the West has
been exhausting its own supplies of wood, and as standards
to preserve its remaining forests have become more stringent,
it has been turning increasingly to the Third World's forests
to make up the shortfall. 5 The West has also been reaching
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Share of Consumption of Wealth Share of World's
World's Resources (%) Level Population (%)

40 Very Rich 10
30 Rich 20
20 Poor 30
10 Very Poor 40

into Third World forests - often at the invitation of Third
World governments - for exotic species like mahogany and
ebony, with the result that the carrying capacity of forests
is being strained more and more. In 1950, the West imported
only four million tons of tropical hardwood timber from the
Third World. This figure soared to 50 million tons by 1980
and, according to World Bank projections, by the year 2000
the West could well be importing 100 million tons a year.
In contrast to this 13-fold increase in the last 30 years, the
use of tropical hardwood timber by the Third World itself
barely doubled in the same period. Consumers in the indus
trialized countries now account for 60 percent of the total
amount of timber cut down for commercial purposes in the
Third World. This leaves a lot less for the Third World's
population than in 1950, when only 20 percent of the cut
was exported.6

In some countries the situation has reached crisis pro
portions. Unless present trends in the Philippines are re
versed, the School of Forestry at the University of the Philip
pines predicts total denuding of the country's forests by the
early 1990s. In the Ivory Coast, at the present rate of cutting
- 2,000 square miles of tropical forest are logged each year
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while only twelve square miles are replanted - the nation's

tropical forests will be eliminated this decade.7

Elsewhere, cash crop plantations or cattle-exporting
ranches rival logging schemes as destroyers of forests. 8 In
Central America, more than one quarter of all forests have
been destroyed since 1960 to produce beef - 90 percent of
which went to U.S. hamburger chains and pet food compa
nies, which pay more than the Latin American peasant can
afford. For this reason, despite the enormous increase in the
amount of beef for export, less is affordable for the local
people. In Guatemala, beef exports increased from zero to
15,000 tons per year in the last decade, but Guatemalans
today eat 50 percent less bee£.9 Not only are the rainforests
destroyed but food production suffers. In the pasturelands
cleared from rainforest in the eastern Chiapas of Mexico,
which has superior soil, the beef yield averages 54 pounds
of meat per acre per year. In contrast, the traditional agricul
tural system of the area's indigenous inhabitants, the Lacan
don Maya, produces up to 32,000 pounds of corn and 25,000
pounds of root and vegetable crops per acre per year in a
sustainable cycle of five to seven consecutive years of planting
followed by a fallow period of five to ten years. No such fallow
period occurs in the case of cattle ranching, where the effect
of overgrazing and torrential rains on the rainforest's soil
soon turns pasture into eroded wastelands. Each head of
cattle, which on newly cleared rainforest land requires two
and-a-half acres of land for grazing, needs an astonishing
twelve to 17 acres within five to ten years. When this happens
the rancher must find new tracts of cropland or rainforest
to cut down for pasture. By most estimates, at least two thirds
of Central America's arable land is now dedicated to cattle
production and, without exception, these lands are less pro-
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ductive now than they were as forest lands cultivated by the
rainforest Indians. lO

This type of extraordinarily extensive use of the world's
resources by the world's rich minority is a two-headed mon
ster: it makes a disproportionately larger claim on the world's
resources than its population would warrant and, at the same
time, it forces the majority - the poor - to subsist on
diminishing resources.

In most Third World countries, there are few un
claimed ecological niches that aren't vital to the sustenance
of one community or another: forests provide families with
their fuel, fodder, and food supplies; grasslands are essential
to livestock-dependent nomadic peoples; and fish stocks are
the main protein source for many communities throughout
the Third World. When outside claims are made on these
resources the communities that depend on them become
dispossessed - they have no choice but either to move on,
often to marginal lands, or to continue using what remains
of their formerly sufficient resource. Either way they end up
using what remains more intensively. This added pressure
often tips the balance from a position of sustainable to unsus
tainable use, and renders sustainable systems unsustainable.

The traditional "slash-and-burn" method of clearing
land for agriculture is often cited as a cause of Third World
deforestation today, but it would not be harming the environ
ment if the traditional extended fallow period - sometimes
as long as 30 years - was allowed between times of cultiva
tion. Instead farmers who find they have less and less land
available to them are forced to shorten the fallow period and
farm the land more frequently. According to the World
Resources Institute, the farmer's quandary is all the more
poignant because there is generally no feasible alternative
to slash and burn in tropical rainforests which is ecologically
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sound. Attempts to replace it with modern methods of agri
culture like annual cropping or crop rotations have been
discouraging even when fertilizers, which are beyond the
reach of most small farmers, are heavily used.!!

The West's appetite for the world\, resources is seem
ingly insatiable, but the appetite is not ultimately responsible
for the environmental degradation that occurs to sate it:
Third World governments sanction the use of these re
sources, deciding who has access to them and who does not.
The degradation that results from this dispossession is thus
closely linked to the global inequality in resources consumed
and to local conflicts over control of these resources.

This has been the hidden dimension in EI Salvador's
civil war where, according to Howard Daugherty, coauthor
of a Canadian government study of EI Salvador's develop
ment options, "environmental degradation has resulted in
extreme poverty, malnutrition, undernutrition, and disloca
tion of peoples - all of which has contributed to the current
conflict."!2 With a high population density, virtually all of
its forests denuded, and soil erosion affecting 77 percent of
the country, EI Salvador is a textbook example of too many
people being squeezed into using too few resources. Five
percent of the landowners have 70 percent of the arable land
_ most of it devoted to export markets - while the 80
percent who constitute the rural poor have only 14 per
cent.Eighty-six percent of farms have less than twelve acres,
50 percent less than two-and-a··half acres. To reduce the
pressure for land redistribution, the landowners in Central
America are strong advocates of birth control; they argue that
the poor's rapid rate of reproduction is outstripping the

region's ability to sustain them.
The Third World's poor sees things differently: far

from straining the world's resources, they feel they are sub-
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sisting on only a portion of the fruits of its lands and seas,
and paying a heavy price in the process. From their perspec
tive, it is their elites, and we in the rich countries, who are
not managing on our own inheritance of resources, but are
depleting the stocks of others. And it is we who look lamely
for excuses to explain this imbalance, and have struck upon
the population explosion.
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No wonder they're running out of food and fuel.
Until they control their population it's a losing

battle.

"Where population growth has risen drastically, increasing numbers of
people are harvesting crops as fast as the earth can produce them. At .the
same time, they are damaging the earth's ability to provide, and tropIcal
forest is being lost at a frightening rate."
_ From News-Nouvelles, the journal of the Planned Parenthood Federa
tion of Canada, July, 1983.

"The good news is that what we can do with land is practically limitless.
The bad news is that much of the land is in relatively few hands, and the
prospect of land reform is not easy."
- Pierre Crosson, a researcher with the Washington-based Resources for
the Future, in the Toronto Star, June 3, 1984.

EVERYONE HAS HEARD of the population explosion
but few are aware that it is no more than the creation of
computer-based projections of what the world in future
would look like. As new information is coming in, those
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computer estimates are starting to fall.
In the last ten years alone, the annual growth in the

world's population has shrunk from two percent to 1.7 per
cent. The most dramatic drop has occurred in China, where
a policy of one child per family has been adopted, but the
fertility rate has been dropping in most countries of the Third
World, where population growth has been maintained be
cause people are dying at a slower rate. The United Nations
now predicts that the world's population will climb from our
present 4.7 billion to a mere 6.1 billion by the year 2000
(down from some past estimates as high as 7.6 billion), and
will stabilize at about ten billion around the year 2100.

The accuracy of these new global projections aside, their
relevance to the ability of local populations to meet their local
needs is rarely questioned. Problems associated with popula
tion tend to be felt locally, not globally, and when they arise
they are dealt with locally. Even at the national level, the
countries of the world are by no means unanimous in their
resolve to lower population growth, or in the advisability of
doing so.

While some, such as China, are going so far as to limit
their populations by coercion, others are determined to in
crease the number of their citizens for economic and political
reasons. The conventional wisdom that fewer mouths to feed
means less spent on social services and more spent on produc
tive investments seems to be dissipating. In the more affluent
countries, higher populations are coming to be seen as essen
tial to a vital economy.

In 1984, the European Commission and the European
Parliament, fearing a shrinking slice of the world's economic
pie, called for a halt to the decline in Europe's birth rate.!
The common market countries of the European Economic
Community are concerned that their population is likely to
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be halved as a proportion of the world's population in the
second half of the 20th century, and could be halved again
by 2025. France, which for several years has been encourag
ing births, holds the position that "cultures and civilizations
rise and fall with the populations on which they are based
.... this is the lesson of history.» West Germany, whose
population has been in decline since 1973, now offers tax
incentives in a campaign to add 200,000 children a year to

its population.
Eastern Europe also wants to reverse its declining popu

lation trend. East Germany is concerned because its popula
tion stopped growing in 1969. In Hungary, where the popu
lation has been on the decline since 1981, the government
is encouraging larger families. In Romania, where the birth
rate has dropped by 30 percent since 1975 and abortions
outnumber live births, the legal age for marriage for girls
has been lowered to 15 and people who are still single at 25
are taxed more heavily in an attempt to raise the population
from 22 million to 25 million by 1990. The U.S.S.R. wants
more workers to develop its vast north, and more people of
Russian stock to counter the high birth rate of its Muslim
population, who are making Russians a minority.

The popular view, promoted by bodies like the World
Bank and the United Nations,2 holds high population growth
rates and high densities to blame for poverty, deforestation
and other forms of environmental decay, and the famine they
so often cause. In the words of Edouard Saouma, the director
general of the U.N.'s Food and Agriculture Organization,
"many African countries, if they do not take action to encour
age a drop in fertility rates, are speeding headlong to disast 
er. »3

Yet the evidence to support these views does not seem
to justify a link between population growth rates and envi-
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ronmental degradation or even a drop in personal wealth.
Among Third World countries, the environment seems to be
faring equally poorly in countries with relatively high popu
lation growth rates, like the Ivory Coast, and those with
relatively low rates, like Haiti. 4 The absence of a link is even
more striking when comparing population growth to poverty.
Of the 30 poorest countries in the world, those that have
improved the wealth of their inhabitants the most over the
past two decades are China, Kenya, Malawi, Pakistan, and
Sri Lanka: their population growth has averaged 2.7 percent
per year. The worst economic performers, each with a fall
in personal wealth, are Chad, Ghana, Madagascar, Niger,
and Uganda. Population growth among this group is compa
rable: 2.6 percent per year.

Africa's ten richest countries have virtually the same
population growth rate as the ten poorest. Kenya, which for
the past two decades has averaged an extraordinarily high
population growth rate of 3.6 percent per year and now has
the world's highest, sustained an average increase in per
capita wealth of 2.8 percent per year over those same 20
years.

High birth rates and young work forces may actually
be a spur to economic development. They were features of
Europe's economic boom in the last century and of Japan's
and the Far East's in this one. According to the Population
Research Institute in Japan's Nihon University, because
fertility rates have been dropping so severely, Japan's eco
nomic heyday may be drawing to a close.s The Institute's
theories, complete with its own computer models, have sur
prising breadth supporting its contention that population
growth is a key to prosperity: at the United Nations' first
population conference in Bucharest in 1974, the advocates
of population growth were Marxists; a decade later, at the
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U.N.'s second population conference in Mexico City, the
U.S. government under the Reagan administration con
curred with the view that people are not the problem.

The most fundamental of arguments against the popu
lation bomb - that the earth's carrying capacity can simply
not support the additional billions to come .- also seems to
be wearing thin. Although the Global 2000 Report to the
President,6 commissioned by President Carter, concludes
that total world farmland will increase by only four percent
by the end of the century because "most good land is already
being cultivated," and the computer projections of the last
decade, published in the bestseller, Limits to Growth/ as
sumes that the potential for increasing food production is
small, other studies, and recent history, undermine their

findings.
Population growth rates were at a peak in past decades

but world food production surpassed them nevertheless, ris
ing by 75 percent from 1960 to 1980 while population rose
by 48 percent. According to the Food and Agriculture Orga
nization, the remaining potential in the decades ahead is
great: only one half of the world's savannas, grasslands, and
other potentially arable land is under cultivation today.
"Many African and Latin countries still have relatively
ample land resources," it says, while in Asia "great scope
exists for increased production through irrigation and multi

cropping. "8

Using current Western farming methods, the FAO be
lieves the world could produce enough food for up to 33
billion people, seven times the present population. Using less
sophisticated farming methods, 15 billion could be fed and
even if the whole world relied on traditional farming meth
ods, using no fertilizers or pesticides, no soil conservation
methods and traditional seeds, the present world population
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could still be comfortably fed. In Africa, some desert coun
tries, like Ethiopia, Niger, and Mauritania, may be short
of land to feed their people but in others, including Angola,
the Ivory Coast, Zaire, and Zambia, the people could, using
current methods, feed five times their number if they wanted
to maximize the food they produced. The Congo could feed
20 times its population, Gabon 100 times. Overall, Africa
could, with traditional methods, feed 2.7 times its current
population.

The certainty of global resource shortages caused by
population explosions no longer seems so certain. Local
shortages, in contrast, are always developing and in response
to them people are always moving to more affluent areas,
or adapting their agricultural methods, or developing new
industries, or adjusting in some other way, such as by varying
the size of their families. Because of their adjustments, severe
local shortages normally don't occur abruptly, except in the
case of natural disasters like drought and unnatural ones such
as those that forcibly dispossess people of their land. Areas
can become poor, and these same areas often become depopu
lated - either through migration or birth control - as they
become unable to sustain their residents. Some families see
their members leave to seek a better life elsewhere; some
contract in size when fewer children allow each member a
larger share of the family income.

But rich areas like the Western countries, where fami
lies often view more than one or two children as luxuries or
inconveniences, may react as the poor areas do and also
decrease their population.

In the same way that families in either rich or poor
countries decrease in size when it suits their particular cir
cumstances, they may increase in size when those circum
stances change: affluent areas sometimes want to increase
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their populations to become more affluent, and poor areas
sometimes want more children to become less poor.

In India's rural areas, children join the labor force when
they are as young as six years and help in tending livestock,
carrying water, and collecting fuelwood, dung, and other
forms of energy. Unlike Western children, who are often
viewed as economic burdens, Third World children are
quickly converted from burdens to assets, and as long as there
is more work to be done, there is an incentive to produce more
children. Because women are the workhorses in the Third
World household, expending 53 percent of human energy
compared to 31 percent for men and 16 percent for children,
they stand most to gain from additional offspring, which

offsets the burden of bearing them.9

Children, because they plant crops and collect firewood,
often insure that families in the Third World don't run out
of food and fuel. Two or three children are generally consid
ered necessary for an Indian household's survival, but in
regions that have suffered from policies that have led to
extreme environmental degradation, the number will often

be higher. 10

In parts of India where overexploitation has led to
deforestation, one person in a family of five must work
full-time finding fuel. In Bara in the Sudan, where a decade
ago fuelwood could be found 15 minutes from the village,
a one-to-two hour's walk is now required. In Nepal, journeys
to gather firewood and fodder in the Himalayan foothills now
take a whole day, compared to an hour or two a generation
ago. In central Tanzania, it takes the equivalent of one person
working five days a week to gather a week's fuelwood for
the family, in the African Sahel it takes the equivalent of
three hours a day, in Niger four hours a day, and in the
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Gambia from noon to nightfall just to gather an evening's
supply.

Over the course of years, decades, and generations, these
people have been changing with the changing conditions
imposed on them, making the best of their available options,
only one of which is altering their population. Some are
better off despite these hardships, some worse off, but all are
managing as well as can reasonably be expected, given the
enormity of the problems they face.

When families do alter their size, they do not do so in
isolation, but accommodate in their decisions a host of volatile
social and economic conditions that reflect their personal
circumstances and that of their community. This dynamic
complex of factors which determines population growth can
not be modeled by any computer or coordinated by any
central body; yet, because their result - the population
growth itself - can be quantified, planned for, and, presum
ably controlled centrally, there have been attempts to do so.

This tendency is reinforced by a commonly held belief
that a measure of outside discipline is desirable because
people always have a tendency to exploit the environment
for short-term gain, and nowhere is this better shown, the
theory goes, than in communally held lands, where the
inherent inability of human beings to restrain their greed
makes the plunder of these common lands inevitable.
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The tragedy of deforestation is the tragedy of the

commons

"What does a high birth rate do to a country? It leads to overuse and
damaging of agricultural land and deforestation; in Gambia and Tanzania,
population growth has made wood so scarce that each household spends 250
to 300 worker-days a year gathering wood."
_ "The fertility battle," editorial in the Globe and Mail, July 21, 1984.

"This forest is our mother's home, we will protect it with all our might."
_ The chant of the women of the Chipko movement in India's Himalayas
when protecting their communal forests from commercial loggers.

THE THEORY OF THE Tragedy of the Commons, popu
larized by Garrett Hardin's classic essay of 1968, blames the
depletion of the world's finite resources on the self-interest
of individuals. 1 Using the example of ranchers who graze
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their cattle on community pastureland, he describes how, up
to a certain point, the addition of more cows by any rancher
does not affect the amount of grass other ranchers' cows can
eat. But beyond the point at which there is just enough for
every cow to eat its fill, if any rancher adds just one more
cow all the cows will end up slightly less plump.

The owner of the additional cow is nevertheless better
off because he keeps all of the profits to be made from his
additional cow. It is always in his self-interest to increase
his use of the commons although that use comes at the
expense of all the other ranchers. When every rancher acts
this way, a vicious cycle is set off whereby each new cow
added contributes to a loss for all. In the end everyone
becomes impoverished because the common resource has not
been wisely managed, but left to the selfish devices of individ
uals.

"Therein is the tragedy," Hardin concludes. "Each
man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his
herd without limit - in a world that is limited. Ruin is the
destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his
own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of
the commons. Freedom in the commons brings ruin to all."

Using Hardin's logic, development experts have blamed
Third World peasants for overexploiting their forests. They
see forests so denuded that villagers have to walk further and
further from their homes each year in search of fuelwood,2
and they attribute this ruin to the relentlessly increasing
populations who disregard the needs of the common forests
to satisfy their individual needs.

But this explanation of the cause and effect of deforesta
tion ignores the communities that have sustainably main
tained their common forests over many generations. In Gua
temala, the Indians of Totonicapan have kept communal
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forests intact for four centuries because they recognized the
economic value of their white pines, the mainstay of their
furniture industry since the 1500s.3 In Totonicapan, a state
in western Guatemala, each city and town that maintains
a communal forest is responsible for supervising its use and
for deciding which uses best serve the common interests of
the community.

The effect has been to keep the forests intact. Because
so many members of each community depend on the income
generated from woodcutting and carpentry, they need little
other incentive to see that no one within their community
takes from the forest more than his share, and no one from
without infringes on their property rights. Their successful
self-regulation has been aided by a pride in their indepen
dence from outside influence and control, and by an absence
of anonymity: people generally recognize each other on sight
(if not individually at least by family or village), creating a
mutual sense of community which contributes to the respect
for the forest boundaries.

The success that the Indians of Totonicapan have had
in managing their "commons" has been paralleled by other
communities in other Third World countries. Throughout
pre-colonial India, communal village woodlots, located in
village commons or along roadsides, were prevalent. These
mini-forests provided a sustainable supply of fuel, fodder,
fruit, oil, medicine, and timber for the community while
maintaining the soil's fertility, preventing its erosion, and
conserving underground and surface water. The presence of
private woodlots serving private purposes nearby did not
prevent the coexistence of the communal woodlots, whose use
was guided by community norms.4 But beginning in the
nineteenth century, when the British Raj reserved large
tracts of communal forests for commercial purposes, the
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communal system broke down. Rural populations who lost
control over their forests became alienated from them' others, ,
who saw how easily the same fate could befall them, became
insecure in their rights. In India, communal forests were not
threatened until these outside claims - first by the colonial
government, later by the national government - overrode
the village's traditional property rights. The subsequent
decline of community participation soon led to disastrous
outcomes, with formerly well managed community forests
turned into unmanaged commons. The village's communal
ownership system, under which the individual was accounta
ble to the community, was replaced by the state's ownership,
which made the individual accountable to a distant and alien
power.

The forests reserved for the state, ironically, fared no
better, dwindling through inefficient and misguided com
mercial overexploitation. 5 This decline, which began in
1865, was followed by a steady procession of legislation and
regulations that have transferred community owned forest
land to the state and to government-run forest development
corporations.

Under proposed new legislation in India, "any land
whatsoever .... which the State government declares to be a
forest" becomes state property and anyone who is found
"gathering forest produce," which includes grass, flowers,
leaves and branches, is punishable by up to three years
imprisonment and a fine of 5,000 rupees, or about $500.
Here the Indian government has gone one step further: to
protect the Hardin-type commons from the local population
that still depends on it, the government intends to outlaw the
population's traditional uses. 6 Access to the forest, which had
been limited to the community and the industries it relied
upon, was denied them and opened up by state sanction to
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far-flung consumers, an expansion devoid of accountability
which creates Hardin's tragic "commons".

Tragic commons elsewhere were created under similar
circumstances, and through a similar process. In Kenya, the
takeover of communal forests and tribal lands by the colonial
government's national Forest Department disrupted the
tribes' customary rights, their rules of access, their influence,
and their authority over the use of their forests.?

HARDIN'S EQUATION FOR DISASTER - too many
people trying to use the same amount of land - focussed
exclusively on the imbalance caused by the first half of that
equation, population growth leading to overexploitation,
forgetting that the imbalance can just as easily occur by
tampering with the second half by reducing the amount of
land.

This is the case in Central America every time a commu
nal forest is allocated by government deed to private cattle
ranching interests, and in South-East Asia every time a
communal forest is signed over to a Japanese logging compa
ny. Yet it is not the commercial interests that are pointed to
for upsetting the balance but the people. Organizations like
the United Nations' Food and Agriculture Organization do
not even mention who has upset the status quo when they
blame the rural inhabitants for "indiscriminate firewood
collection, excessive lopping of trees and overgrazing" which
damages their forests "sometimes beyond repair."g In effect,
instead of questioning the legitimacy of the outside interven
tion which has such devastating effects, they are blaming the
victims of decisions taken by forces outside their control.

For these outside forces to prevail, they must somehow
acquire pre-eminent control over a community's property
rights. But if a community can protect its traditional property
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rights, it may be able to manage its resources sustainably even
when the outside forces seem far more menacing. 9

Totonicapan did, under conditions of extreme hardship.
During its conquest by the Spanish the land became unable
to support its population, which dropped to 30,000 or 40,000
- less than half its population before the colonial period,
and less than one quarter of its present population of
167,000. The difference in the land's carrying capacity
stemmed primarily from one requirement of the Spaniards:
the payment of a tax in the form of wool. Because large areas
of land were required for sheep pasture, land which had
previously yielded food for the local population was plowed
under to yield wool for outsiders instead. Even worse, the
sheep's overgrazing led to extreme soil erosion, which today
still plagues half of Totonicapan's land area. As the sheep
population increased during the Spaniards' 200'·year stay in
Totonicapan, the Indian population dropped.

To meet its food needs, the Indians began to import food
from neighboring regions. In exchange for the food, cottage
industries, most of them based on the Indian's pine forest~,

sprang up. Today, Totonicapan has a four-century old furni
ture industry and its community of carpenters recognize well
the economic value of the white pine forests. While neighbor
ing regions have lost more than 60 percent of their forest over
roughly the same period, Totonicapan's forests have re
mained stable despite a population increase of over 80 per
cent. 10

Hardin's fear, that everyone is locked into a ruinous
cycle, may be well founded when individuals are unre
strained in pursuing their "own best interest" in a society
that tolerates the plundering of its commons. But the self
interest and unaccountability described in Hardin's model
is not the rule. In communities where those who depend on
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a resource also control it, social systems that regulate their
take from the land have evolved. Despite the ability to plun
der a common good, despite population growth, and some
times even despite external pressures, these societies have
maintained an equilibrium between their demands on their
resources and their resource's ability to satisfy their demands
precisely because they have managed to keep their commons.

But protecting the commons, especially when the com
mons comes in the form of the air we breathe or the water
we drink - commodities generally devoid of commercial
worth - is not a universally recognized value. To many,
other priorities come first.
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The Third World can't afford to worry about
protecting its environment when it has more

important things to worry about - like feeding its
billions.

"We cannot afford ecological luxury."
- The view of Vasudevan Nair, Premier of India's Kerala State, about
the flooding of the Silent Valley and its 50-million-year-old biological
heritage, quoted in The State of India's Environment.

"But the plant genetic diversity is an immense economic resource that the
state can ill afford to lose. Genes from the wild plants, which have undergone
a fantastic natural selection process, can be cross-bred in cultivated crops
to incorporate disease resistance and drought endurance characteristics."
- From The State of India's Environment

NO SOCIETY, WHETHER in the rich· industrialized
W est or in the poor Third WorId, can afford to allow its
environment to degrade because the ultimate profitability of
its economy depends on the health of the physical environ-
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ment. Yet many leaders around the world still see economic
development as a zero-sum game in which improved living
standards can only be achieved at the expense of the environ

ment.
Indira Gandhi at the 1972 United Nations Conference

on the Human Environment in Stockholm, was loudly en
dorsed for describing "poverty [as] the worst form of pollu
tion." More recently, a former Prime Minister of Nepal
lamented the slow development of his country with the simi
lar sentiment that "[we] could do with a little industrial
smog."l

The belief that environmental degradation is a sign of
progress, that environmental protection is better tackled after
a country builds an industrial base which generates wealth,
prevails, even in some Western countries, where the belief

is still often held dear.
Canada in 1982 saw a battle over an electricity export

project that would have increased coal burning, and so acid
gas emissions. The province of Ontario wanted to build an
underwater cable across Lake Erie to link the Ontario elec
tricity grid to U.S. markets - a link that it thought necessary
to develop Ontario's electricity system.2 Because of the great
damage this project could cause to the environment - acidi
fied lakes, damage to forests and croplands, and lung disease
in humans - the federal government insisted on the installa
tion of pollution-abatement equipment. Ontario refused be
cause the costs of this equipment would have made its project
uneconomical. As far as the province was concerned, environ
mental protection was a luxury it could not afford. 3

Nevertheless, the realization that environmental protec
tion is consistent with economic prosperity is taking hold.
Since the 1972 United Nations Conference and the 1973
OPEC oil crisis, the West's industrial leaders have generally
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found that the government's strict environmental guidelines
have not hurt their profits, as they had expected, but have
helped them. Emissions from petrochemical plants have been
cut back to one-five-hundredth of what had been permitted
a decade ago through cleaner techniques which conserve
resources, and energy savings of 80 percent in new office
buildings have become routine.4

Conservation and pollution abatement can be good eco
nomics, not just for individual businesses or households but
for the economy as a whole. The assumption that wealth and
environmental decay can coexist or that environmental deg
radation is a necessary by-product of wealth is slowly chang
ing as evidence shows that development without regard for
the environment is akin to killing the goose that lays the
golden egg.

Some of the best illustrations of how neglect of the
environment backfires are found in schemes to develop
hydropower and forestry resources.

India's Planning Commission, discouraged by the enor
mous environmental and social costs that resulted from two
decades of dam building, started the third by beginning a
review of its existing hydro dams. This review probably
represents the first effort by a Third World country to take
a fresh look at the costs and benefits of large dams. With the
advantage of hindsight, the Planning Commission found that
some of the dams would never have been built had all the
costs been included in the original analysis. Among the costs
usually overlooked in the original feasibility studies are the
costs of resettling people; the environmental costs of soil
erosion, landslides, and flooding that followed the deforesta
tion of the catchment areas; and the human and property
costs of earthquakes that occurred in formerly inactive seis
mic areas. In one of the reexamined projects, the Bhima
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project in the state of Maharashtra, the costs of the project
turned out to be more than twice its benefits. 5

India's forestry industry has yet to undergo a review
similar to the one the dam builders are receiving, but it
appears they will need to learn the same lessons about the
need to protect the environment.

In the southern part of the Indian State of Bihar, the
State Forest Development Corporation decided in 1977 to
"upgrade" its mixed forests by replacing them with a mon
oculture of teak, which it plans to export. The existing forests
which would have to go to make room for the teak include
those of the sal tree, which the forests' tribal population
regards as sacred and which serves a wide number of local
needs. The sal's leaves are used for making platters and cups,
the soft kernel of its fruit is used to make a sweet paste, and
the oil from its seeds is used for cooking. The sal also supports
a wide range of birds and animals that will not adapt them
selves to a teak forest. 6

Teak not only lacks these properties but, like the euca
lyptus, it does not hold the soil well. It will neither protect
the land from the ravages of deforestation nor provide the
local population with the essentials of life.

Monocultures of pine, another species which can seri
ously degrade soil by acidifying it and reducing its capacity
to hold water, have also been replacing sal forests, such as
those of Madhya Pradesh state in central India, where the
World Bank has funded a pine plantation and paper mill
project.7

In the state of Tamil Nadu, the Bombay Natural Histo
ry Society, an Indian research body, has come to conclusions
about bamboo forests similar to those the Indian Planning
Commission arrived at for hydro dams. Its analysis found
that
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the reduction in bamboo stocks in the forest in
Tamil Nadu has taken us one step nearer to the
point when deforestation will be reducing large
tracts of land in the hills to near-desert conditions
and in the process inflicting devastation on down
stream areas in the form of growing floods as well
as increasing aridity and drought. 8

The Society further pointed out that six-and-a-half
billion tons of soil a year, along with as many tons of valuable
plant nutrients, are already washed away from the Himalay
an belt alone. "The plant nutrients thus lost each year
amount to more than the total consumption of chemical
fertilizer in the country today."9

This huge loss in agricultural assets can be measured
against the priority India otherwise places on improving
agricultural output - no less than 40 percent of all federal
subsidies go toward food and artificial fertilizers. lO

Like India, other countries will learn their lesson only
after great damage has been done.

In Brazil, Electronorte, a giant utility, and the builders
of Tucurui, the largest hydro dam ever undertaken in a
tropical forest, believes that in the Amazon "any dam is
economic, most of all if you consider that the land is free.
The only price is the environmental one."!! The utility's
accountants may be surprised to discover how high the envi
ronmental cost can be: very few dams have been built in
tropical rain forests anywhere in the world, and their history
has been an unhappy one. Lake Brokopondo in the former
Dutch colony of Surinam, the first tropical dam of any size,
flooded 600 square miles of virgin rain forest to create its
reservoir. As the vegetation decomposed it acidified the water
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to the point that it corroded the dam's expensive cooling
system. (The hydrogen sulphide which was produced also
caused a stink so strong it forced workers at the dam to wear
gas masks and was smelled several miles downwind.) Mean
while water hyacinth, a weed which until then had been rare
in Surinam, started to thrive on the decaying trees and spread
over the lake surface, impeding navigation and tangling
machinery. Within a year, an eight-square-mile carpet of
water hyacinth was floating on Lake Brokopondo and by the
following year almost half the reservoir was covered by the
weed. Another weed, a floating fern, blanketed another 25
square miles. 12

At the newest dam in the Amazon basin, the Curua Una
near Santarem, decomposition and waterweeds led to com
plaints of sulphurous smell for months after the uncleared
reservoir began filling. After the smells evaporated other
troubles arose. Acidic water corroded the steel casings of the
dam's turbines and water hyacinth and sedge, another weed,
covered half the reservoir.

Because water hyacinth is unpalatable and even toxic
to most fish, many of them died. Water hyacinth also ab
sorbed the lake's available nutrients and blocked the sun's
rays from penetrating to the depths of the lake, killing the
plants and fish that depended on them. At Jupia, a Brazilian
dam on the Parana River outside the Amazon region, the
sheer weight of the water hyacinth growing on the lake's
surface has snapped steel cables. Specially designed filters
intended to protect the turbines from water weeds have been
so clogged that the dam has had to be shut down from time
to time. 13

To add to the chaos, because water hyacinths and other
weeds greatly increase the effective surface area of the reser
voir or lake, losses of water through evaporation can rise by
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up to six times the normal rate. 14 This phenomenon, known
as evapotranspiration, jeopardizes the capacity of reservoirs
and dams to generate electricity or irrigate surrounding
farmland.

Deforestation of the surrounding uplands also decreases
the volume of the reservoir because of the topsoil that runs
off. Brazil loses more soil to erosion than any other country,
with 6,500 billion cubic yards, an average of eight tons per
acre of agricultural soil, carried off the land annually.ls

Ifone of Brazil's multi-million dollar dams is destroyed
by siltation caused by deforestation, it will not be the first
time that environmental degradation ruined the profitability
of a Brazilian hydro project. In the watershed of the Rio Alta
Pardo in Brazil, soil erosion led to such severe runoff that
in 1977 two dams on the river were completely destroyed.16

But it is in Sri Lanka where neglect of the Mahaweli
River watershed may end in human tragedies on a different
scale. Having committed over $2 billion to construct four
dams and open up 320,000 acres of rain forest and marginal
scrub lands to agriculture, the giant river has been left with
only eight percent of its watershed forested. Fears are loom
ing large that, with over 100 inches of rain a year and so few
trees to anchor the hillsides, landslides could break one of
the dams and drown the 100,000 inhabitants of Gampola
and Kandy.17 "PhD students will flock to Sri Lanka in a few
years' time and write learned theses on the inappropriateness
of high technology aid for poor countries," predicts a Sri
Lankan lawyer, Gamini Iriyagolle, a specialist on the
Mahaweli program. 18 "It will destroy our civilization within
15 years."

The failure to recognize the cost of ignoring the environ
ment is widespread: disasters from neglect of the environ
ment are commonplace in countries around the world, as are
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cavalier attitudes toward the environment. Until we learn
that environmental protection is not a luxury but a necessity,
efforts to create wealth will be undermined.

Calamities like landslides are often dubbed "natural
disasters" yet their origins can be entirely man-made. This
is the case with landslides, and it is the case with floods.
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Floods are an act of God

"Climatic changes precipitated by El Nino current off the west coast of South
America in late 1982 and early 1983 created severe drought in the dry
plateau and valleys of Bolivia and produced floods in lowland areas."
- From the 1983 Annual Report of the Inter-American Development
Bank.

"It is largely man's environmental mismanagement that makes worldwide
hazards out of droughts, famine, floods, hurricanes, and earthquakes."
- Jon Tinker, Director of Earthscan, quoted in the Christian Science
Monitor, Aug. 25, 1984.

WITH THE EXCEPTION of Noah's flood, and other
cataclysms, floods generally do not come down upon us from
on high but are the work of mortals who know not, or care
not, what they do. Floods are less the result of an overabun-
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dance of rainfall than of the inability of the soil to absorb
rain. Unabsorbed, it quickly runs off into rivers, swelling
them to the point of flooding, even under normal rainfall. l

Nothing helps soil absorb water better than trees. Trop
ical forests act like sponges, soaking up rainfall before releas
ing it slowly and steadily to streams and rivers. Just 6,000
acres of forest, for instance, can hold as much water as a 100
million cubic yard reservoir.

South America's tropical forests recycle as much as 75
percent of their rainfall back to the atmosphere: 2 approxi
mately one quarter of the Amazon's rainfall is returned to
the atmosphere from raindrops that evaporate from the
leaves of trees and other vegetation and as much as one half
is returned by transpiration, a process in which moisture is
absorbed by tree roots from the soil and carried by the plants'
veins back up to the leaves and exuded through their pores.
Only the remaining one quarter of the original rainfall
actually leaves the region in the form of streams or rivers.

The leaves of the trees do double-duty, both breaking
the fall of raindrops so that they reach the ground as a fine
spray and channeling them into a trickle down the tree, laden
with nutrients from the leaves and bark. Without a heavy
mass of vegetation to break the fall of rain, water runoff
greatly increases because the rate at which water seeps into
the soil is considerably lower.

Removing trees, especially those lining rivers or their
tributaries, leads to greater runoff, rising levels of streams,
and flooding of lowland areas. To make matters worse, when
a forest is cleared, losing its net of tree roots which holds its
topsoil in place, the topsoil is carried by the water runoff into
the rivers, where much of it settles on the river bottom. This
reduces the volume of water the river can hold, and also
increases the likelihood of floods.
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In the last few years, the bed of the Ganga River in India
has risen by one-and-a-half feet, and the beds of the Terai
rivers have been rising at the rate of six to twelve inches per
year.3

In man-made attempts to control flooding, dams have
been built to collect the run-off. But topsoil carried by the
river from the surrounding lands into the dams' reservoir
have drastically reduced their capacity to hold water, render
ing them incapable of absorbing heavy rains. To prevent
dams from bursting, panic releases sometimes occur, leading
to destructive flash floods in the valleys downstream. India's
Punjab region experienced one such disaster in 1978 when
65,000 people were left homeless.4

The amount of land susceptible to flooding appears to
be increasing. In India, according to the National Commis
sion on Floods, the total area subject to periodic floods has
swelled from 50 million acres in 1971 to 100 million acres
in 1981. This doubling in one decade occurred despite gov
ernment programs designed to flood-proof 20 million
acres. 5

The findings of the Commission only confirmed what
the local people in those areas already knew. Before the
denudation of their forests, these disastrous floods were un
known to them; after the deforestation, they became com
monplace. In one year, 1978, 55 out of 56 districts in the state
of Uttar Pradesh were affected by floods. That year India
suffered from the worst flooding in its history: two days of
rainfall left 66,000 villages inundated, more than 2,000
people drowned, and 40,000 cattle swept away. Two states,
West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh, lost a total of $750 million
in crops.6

Deforestation is credited with causing floods elsewhere
as well: in the Philippines' Davao Del Norte Province, where
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the area's civil defense director admits "if we have two or
three days of continuous rain, it will flood every time;" in
the basin of the Nepalese rivers, where the acreage flooded
has increased four times in the past 25 years; in Thailand,
where flooding now afflicts some 1,000 villages; and in
China, where the banks of the Yangtze overflowed in 1980
in one of the worst floods in Chinese history, affecting ten
million people in Szechwan province and destroying hun
dreds of million of dollars worth of property.7

China considers the large floods in Szechwan and other
parts of the country to be grave warnings of worse natural
calamities to come if no measures are taken to check ecologi
cal imbalances. The government has launched a nationwide
tree-planting campaign, requiring all able-bodied people
over the age of eleven to plant three to five trees a year. In
this massive attempt to avert man-made floods, China's
government has also imposed a strict ban on indiscriminate
tree felling, outlawed the cutting of trees near water sources,
and directed peasants to plant trees instead of crops on steep
hillsides to help curb erosion. Further measures taken by the
Chinese include planting tree belts to function as dikes,
building more reservoirs, and dredging and diverting rivers.
According to Professor Guan J unwei, an expert in soil con
servation, the Chinese have developed innovative methods
as well, such as the construction of fishponds near cropland
which serve to detain flood water and prevent soil
erosion.s The general thrust of China's approach is to avoid
major engineering works like dams, embankments, and
dredging in favor of forest conservation and watershed man
agement.

But China is an exception. Most countries swallow their
fears and hope they'll avoid calamities on the scale that China
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experienced. In Sri Lanka, the government has been warned
that erosion, landslides, and flooding could damage the mas
sive Mahaweli series of hydroelectric and irrigation dams
that it has staked so much of Sri Lanka's future on,9 yet
reforestation and water management have been the poor
sisters of the project. With the costs of the project almost
doubling, the government has run out of the funds needed
to replant the hillsides, spending only one quarter of one
percent of the necessary amount to date.

The Mahaweli project is the world's largest foreign aid
project, involving a facelift to one third of its land mass and
the relocation of ten percent of its population. To undertake
this project required the combined support of many of the
world's major aid agencies: the World Bank, the Asian
Development Bank, the European Economic Community,
and the aid agencies of Great Britain, Canada, West Germa
ny, Sweden, Japan, and Kuwait. Neither they, nor the Sri
Lankan government, have to look far to discover the conse
quences of ignoring the needs of the environment: neighbor
ing India and nearby China provide chilling testimonials.
Yet, almost inexplicably, no lessons seem to have been
learned.
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Development experts have learned a lot from the

mistakes they have made in the past

"In the bad old days, which were not so long ago, an army loudspeaker truck
would go through the affected villages a couple of weeks before the reservoir
waters reached them and say 'listen fellas, you've got two weeks to hop it,
goodbye.' And in a week's time, if they hadn't gone, there might be coercion."
- The World Bank's Robert Goodland illustrates how unaccountable
development projects were in the past.

"All I can tell you is that there is a dam funded by the World Bank and
a smelter owned by Kaise.'. Everything else is confidential."
- Tobias Asser, a World Bank lawyer, refuses to be interviewed in the
Multinational Monitor about a World Bank project.

"THINGS HAVE IMPROVED G REATLY over the old
days," explained World Bank ecologist Robert Goodland at
a 1983 conference on Hydroelectric Projects and Native
Peoples. l
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"Very thorough surveys of the people to be affected are
undertaken before any construction is started. The rule now
is that the people must be better off and certainly no worse
off after being relocated. This is a sign, I think, that we are
moving in the right direction."

Similar pledges to move "in the right direction" were
also made in February 1980, when ten international develop~
ment organizations signed a joint Declaration of Environ
mental Policies and Procedures Relating to Economic Devel
opment. In so doing, they undertook to mend their ways and
institute environmental protection procedures in their pro
grams.2

Unfortunately, there has not been as much progress as
well-wishing by Goodland and the signatories to the Decla
ration: although aid experts now know the extent of the havoc
their projects have wreaked in the past, they are no more
obliged today to consider social and environmental factors
when deciding which projects to fund. In fact, little of sub
stance has changed since the 1950s, when projects such as
Ghana's Akosombo Dam were undertaken. In those heady
days of development, the stated policy - to make "no one
worse oHm - was identical to the current expressions of
faith.

While surveys of the people to be affected by a project
are more likely to be conducted today than they were a
quarter century ago, their results are almost never used to
determine whether a project proceeds, even when the surveys
are "very thorough". For the most part, the surveys appear
to be used for window-dressing. According to one World
Bank consultant, David Price, the World Bank is "much
more concerned with images than with the welfare of the
native minorities."4

Hired as a consultant in 1980, Price was asked to
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evaluate how well the Brazilian government could safeguard
the rights of 8,000 Indians who would be affected by a World
Bank-backed project,5 even though the World Bank had
already given the Brazilian government carte blanche to treat
the Indians as they chose. Price's findings, which were damn
ing of the Brazilian government, were not published and
circulation of his final report was restricted. In the World
Bank's official internal report, his findings and recommenda
tions were altered so seriously that he complained in a letter
to the World Bank President that the document "systemati
cally distorts material that I furnished so as to make it support
conclusions radically opposed to my own."6

In practice, surveys to protect those who will be affected
by a foreign aid project are conducted by the Third World
government, not by the aid agency whose prime responsibili
ty is the financing of the project. Yet the Third World
government, as the proponent of the project, cannot be ex
pected to represent fairly the views of those citizens who

oppose it.
Environmental assessments, although they generally

fall under the aid agency's purview, are also paper exercises.
Full assessments rarely occur; more often aid officials simply
run their projects through a short checklist of potential envi
ronmental problems. The officials are almost never obliged
to obtain independent environmental assessments, nor do the
assessments have to meet any standards. Environmental as
sessments, like the surveys taken of the people who may be
forced off their land, almost never determine whether a

project proceeds or not.7

A study commissioned by the European Economic
Community in 19838 found that the multilateral develop
ment banks which signed the 1980 Declaration have done
little to change their policies. John Horberry, the author of
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the study of environmental procedures, found "little evidence
of the application of existing guidelines." In fact, "some
agencies never put some guidelines into operation because
their function is to improve public relations." In a statement
to 1984 U.S. Congressional hearings, Horberry summarized
his findings unequivocally:

Looking at the performance of multilaterals in
general, most have the appearance of responding
to environmental and natural resource manage
ment problems, but few have really effective poli
cies and procedures. Despite statements of policy,
none have environmental staff or resources com
mensurate with the objectives of the Declaration.
None have environmental procedures that pr~ject

staff are required to follow. None have placed
environmental analysis at the core of project plan
ning and appraisaL9

The Inter-American Development Bank, which in 1982
approved 79 loans averaging $34.7 million, has no environ
mental office and only one environmental staff member. A
series of environmental checklists is available to the staff
although it is not required to apply them. Despite this, a 1983
publication from this bank claimed that it had "stressed
systematic consideration for proper management of the envi
ronment, incorporating it as an integral part in planning the
different projects."l0

Claims like this leave the Natural Resources Defense
Council, a non-profit legal group attempting to improve the
accountability of international development institutions, in
disbelief:
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Incredibly, some of the projects cited in the IDB
environmental progress report are internationally
notorious examples of .. environmental disasters.
One of these, the Sinu River Development Project
in Colombia, will involve the construction of the
country's largest dam. The dam will create three
reservoirs - inundating 173,000 acres of tropical
forest and displacing 2,000 Indians and thousands
of peasants - and will permanently alter the
ecological and sociological balance of the entire
region.!!

Even the WorId Bank, which has the most sophisticated
and long~lived environmental review procedures of any de
velopment bank, has only five full~time professionals em~

ployed in its Office of Environmental Affairs out of a total
of 5,250 employees. On these five people rests the impossible
task of monitoring hundreds of ongoing projects and examin~

ing the approximately 300 new projects that are approved
each year.

"So many projects are going on in developing coun~

tries," Goodland acknowledged, "that it is impossible for
international financiers to take careful cognizance of every
thing."!2

With so few staff and so many projects with enormous
and unknown environmental side-effects, it is no wonder that
the World Bank hasn't required full environmental assess
ments to be carried out early enough in the selection process
to question a project's feasibility. As told by the NRDC's
Bruce Rich to a U.S. congressional hearing, "the Bank's sole
mandatory environmental procedures call for the review of
projects long after they have been chosen and designed, and
just before the initiation of loan negotiations."!3
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The performance of the aid agencies of Western govern~

ments is not much better. Apart from the U.S. Agency for
International Development, these bilateral aid agencies are
no more bound than their multilateral counterparts to count
environmental costs in the feasibility formulas that determine
whether a project proceeds or not. AID is unique among both
bilateral and multilateral aid agencies in having to follow
a set of legally binding procedures to insure that environmen
tal factors will influence projects. The national aid agencies
of Canada, West Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, and
the U.K., according to the International Institute for Envi
ronment and Development, a research body funded by the
U.N. and various aid agencies, all lack these procedures.!4

But even the U.S. procedures fall far short of protecting
the environment, or of guaranteeing that the rights of people
who face the expropriation of their lands will be respected.
Like the other Western aid agencies, AID does not require
that public hearings be held in Third World countries. In
effect, the assessments are conducted behind closed doors,
without a guarantee of public input, and without public
review of the conclusions. The failure to open foreign aid
projects to public scrutiny constitutes the most serious mis
take that aid experts have made in the past and the one they
have learned the least from. Because of the shroud of secrecy
under which decisions are made the decision, the decision
making process, and ultimately the development process
itself are poisoned.

The failure of Western governments to require that
public hearings be held for their foreign aid projects stands
alone: domestically, public hearings are ordinarily required
for all aspects of projects, on all manner of subjects, whenever
taxpayers' money is spent. The right to these hearings,
though sometimes hard won, has had salutary results. In
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Canada, for example, two extensive reviews of large develop~

ment projects in the last decade - the Mackenzie Valley
pipeline in the Arctic, which would have had a dramatic and
direct impact on native populations, and Ontario Hydro's
electricity expansion program, which affected a much larger
population in less dramatic ways helped to make better,
if not perfect, decisions. IS Despite claims by champions of the
projects that they were needed too urgently to invest years
in public hearings, the time was taken, generating a wealth
of information and a wealth of views about the way the
projects would affect Canadians' lifestyles and their econo~

my. The information from each hearing provided a better
base from which to make decisions, and the exercise itself
made the decision-making process more equitable and, as a

result, more legitimate.
When such a process is absent, as it is with virtually

all foreign aid projects, the disruption can be immense, and
the opposition can be widespread. Sri Lanka's giant
Mahaweli project is one of the chief contributors to the
sectarian violence between the majority Sinhalese and the
minority Tamils. The Tamils view the giant scheme, which
will ultimately relocate one~and~a~halfmillion people, as an
attempt by the Sinhalese to outnumber them in their own
lands as a prelude to destroying their culture. 16

In Haiti, a foreign aid project is not merely a contributor
to a problem but the problem itself. There the residents of
the country's richest agricultural area first learned they
would be losing their homes and farms from the foreign
surveyor who came to their valley, sparking opposition that
ultimately included the 7,000 small farmers and tenant farm
ers who would be directly affected, farmers from neighboring
communities, leaders of the Catholic church, human rights
activists, and rural development workers.
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To oppose the project - two hydroelectric dams which
would flood their lands - the peasants first sent an appeal
to the Inter-American Development Bank, the foreign~aid

agency funding the preliminary work. The IDB, which
receives its funds from the foreign aid budgets of the U.S.,
Canada, and other Western governments, responded with
assurances that everyone who would be worse off as a result
of the dam would be identified in its study and appropriate
measures would be taken to compensate those affected. But
when asked by the peasants if they could review this study,
the bank officials responded that the IDB "finances this study
at the request of the Haitian government, and we suggest
you contact the concerned government authorities for further
details."17 The authorities happen to be the government of
"Baby Doc" Duvalier, widely recognized as one of the most
repressive regimes in the world.

A church-based human rights group in France, mean
while, had commissioned a study of the impact of the pro
posed Haitian dams to obtain the information the Haitian
government and IDB officials would not release. This inde
pendent study, which was conducted by a team of economists,
sociologists, and agronomists, is highly detailed, describing,
crop-by-crop, the effect of these dams on Haiti's food produc
tion, estimating the impact on Haiti's level of unemployment,
and describing the overall consequences of the dams for the
local population. 18

It concluded that the dam would be ill~advised. Thou
sands of small farmers and tenant farmers would lose their
livelihood and be forced into the slums of Port··au-Prince,
the capital city, where the unemployment rate was an esti
mated 50 percent. Haiti's ability to feed itself would deterio
rate, with the food supply of between 30,000 and 60,000
Haitians being wiped out, forcing the country to become
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more dependent on food imports. Moreover, the value of the
output from the hydroelectric dams would be 40 percent less
than the value of the current agricultural output of the land.

Despite the gravity of the study's findings, the IDB
refused to comment on its conclusions. An analysis of the
dam's environmental and social aspects would be conducted,
a bank official disclosed, but not "in a sentimental way".19
Canada's own foreign aid agency, CIDA, which had fi
nanced an earlier study identifying the areas to be flooded
and which is responsible for Canadian participation in the
IDB/o also refused comment.

Th~ peasants in Haiti hadn't needed the study to recog
nize their predicament. With a growing desperation, 8,500
people from the region had mustered the courage to sign a
petition in January 1982 protesting the dam. To circumvent
Haiti's secret police, the petition was circulated by the Catho
lic church through all of the country's church parishes, its
text was read aloud in all the church services, it was then
broadcast over a church-sponsored radio station, and pub
lished in two Haitian periodicals. Finally, to protect the
petitioners against reprisals by the government, the petition

was burned.
Word of the abysmal role of the IDB soon got out. Two

hundred and ten Canadian missionaries in Haiti sent a
telegram to then Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, protesting
Canada's participation in financing the dam,zl and human
rights groups in France, Canada, and the U.S. put pressure
on their own governments to open up the review process and
to consider alternatives to the dams. Adding to this pressure
was the growing attention the project was getting in the
international press. The prestigious Paris-based journal, Le
Monde diplomatique, condemned the dams as a "deliberate
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sacrifice of agriculture to the needs of .... the foreign factories
in the capital."22

Then quietly one day, sometime in late 1983, the Gov
ernment of Haiti and the IDB "decided to postpone imple
menting the study's recommendations for [the first dam] until
1990, with the implementation of the recommendations for
[the second dam] being postponed indefinitely."23

The opposition to the dams had won a temporary victo
ry, temporary because the dam plans are not dead, only
dormant. When they are revived the Haitian peasants will
be forced to resume their highly vocal and dangerous opposi
tion efforts. The lessons the peasants have learned is that they
cannot trust their own government or international aid agen
cies, because they do not respond to reasoned arguments in
a public forum but only to opposition expressed in a highly
vocal way.

This is the same lesson that the Kalinga tribal people
in the Philippines have learned, after they saw how little
regard their government and the World Bank had for their
homes and sacred lands. But in the case of the 85,000 Kalinga
and Bontoc, their opposition to the Chico Dams has taken
on a much broader, anti-government perspective. Despite the
Kalinga's reluctance to associate with outsiders, reports from
anthropologists and church activists in the Philippines now
indicate that these fiercely independent people have gradual
ly responded to promises of help from the New People's
Army, the armed guerrilla wing of the Communist Party of
the Philippines, "because it seemed to offer them hope in the
face of the overwhelming forces arrayed against them."24

Like the Haitian dams, the Chico dams have been
postponed because of the international outcry but the people
of the Chico River Valley feel no more security than the
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Haitians do. The power lines and the irrigation canals that
would feed off the Chico dams have "already begun to march
across the neighboring, lowland provinces," according to
anthropologist Charles Drucker, "carrying with them the
certainty of another bloody confrontation in the not-too
distant future."25

The conflicts in the Philippines and in Haiti have been
underway for more than five years, but the secretive process
which has, by its very nature, led to these conflicts shows no
signs of reform. The secrecy of aid agencies26 is made all the
more disturbing by the reluctance of elected officials in some
countries to accept responsibility when details of a project
gone askew get out.

When questioned by the public about Canadian support
for the Haitian dams through its vote in the IDB, the Minis
ter for External Affairs, Allan MacEachen, pointed out that
the IDB, not Canada, was funding the dams. 27 As Canada
is a minority voting member who contributes a minority of
the cost, he absolved the Canadian government of responsi
bility in the IDB's projects.

American foreign aid officials have not been able to
disclaim responsibility for multilateral bank projects: they
have had to account for U.S. participation in these banks
before two congressional committees which began hearings
in 1983 on the environmental impact of their projects. 28

American officials have also been pressured by a coalition
of environmental and indigenous rights groups, representing
over five million Americans, to either insure that the environ
mental and social review process of the multilateral develop
ment banks is improved or to withdraw U.S. contributions
to the banks.

Calls for aid agencies to be more responsible have also
come from other quarters: the Brandt Commission said that
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"we stress the need to make aid-giving organizations more
accountable, and comprehensible, to politicians and publics
in all countries;"29 the Guardian called the World Bank, in
particular, "a mystery, accountable to no one."30

Recognizing the absence of accountability, the World
Bank's Goodland encouraged environmentalists and human
rights advocates "to alert the financiers and the development
agencies and the national governments to some of the unfore
seen side effects, and work with them to try and improve their
planning."31 But the best information is invariably at the
local level, with the people to be affected by a project.

Until aid givers and aid receivers recognize that public
review of development projects is not an obstacle to develop
ment but an essential stage in a process that helps root out
potential mistakes and enfranchises people with a say in their
own destiny, foreign aid will continue to be an instrument
of harm. Nothing of substance will have been learned.
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